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SUMMARY
Gust data obtained during the U. S. Weather Bureau thunderstorm
project at Orlando, Fla. in 1946 were analyzed statistically to detemnine
the effects on the gust measurements of the several @lots and the
several airplanes of the same model. The results indicate that, for
three of the pilots and two of the airplanes, the effects on the gust
measurements may introduce average errors of about l!3.Opercent. The
causes of these effects are not explained at present and the need for
.
additional work on this protbm is indicated.
13$TRODUCTION
The measured reactions of an airplane
have been used extensively by the National
in flight through gusty
Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics and others to obtain information on the structure and the
intensity of atmospheric gusts. The simplifying concepts of a sherp-
edged gust and the effective gust velocity (reference 1) have proved
useful in the investigation of gust loads on .drpl.anes. Measurements
of gust intensity o’btaihd to date on this lasis have been found of
wide use and are the basis for present gust load design criterions.
It has leen assumed in the past that the influence of piloting
technique and the airplane characteristics on the measurements of
effective gust velocity are consistent in sign and magnitude. Little
information has been available on the magnitude of these effects although
various unpublished estimates have indicated that the pilot effect may
vary anywhere from O to 100 percent. Gust data have been obtained to
date by a variety of ~pl~ t~es (reference 2). The lack of control
over the test conditions for these flights (such as weather, pilot
technique, and operating practices) obscure the possible influence of
the pilot and airplane on the data.
l The problems of pilot and airplane effects on the gust data become
of appreciable tiportance in studies which utilize several.pilots and
airplanes, inasmuch as it is desirable that the data obtained be
homogeneous and comparable. The 1946 operations of the thunderstorm
project (reference 3) utilized 12 pilots of similar training and
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10 airplanes of the mme mcikl for flight surveys of afternoon convective
thunderstorms. The problems of pilot and a&@ane effects were
recognized and cotiderable effort was made in the planning of the
project to min3mize these effects. On-&he basis that the gust data
oltained by each of the pflots and each of the airplanes sre representative
ssmples, prel~nxq estimates may be obtained of the errors in gust
measurements introduced by dHferences in piloting technique and by
differences between airplanes of the same type.
SCOPE AND SEZECTIONOF DATA
The data obtained from the 1946 operations of the thunderstorm
proJect included gust data f%mflfglrt surveys of 38 storms. Briefly,
the storm surveys consisted of simultaneous traverses of the storm
clouds at five altitudes from 6,OOO to 26,000 feet for a total
of 485 traverses. The distribution of these _&averses by airplane and
pilot is given in table I.
The maxhum positive and negative effective gust velocities
‘%X
as evsluated in the manner of reference 3 were used as a measure of the
gust intensi~ for a given traverse. Inasmch as the higher gust
velocities ere of particular interest for gust-load problems, the
selection of these data provided a stmple and convenient method of
selecting a homogeneous ssmple which included a large majority of the
higher gust velocities. The distributions of the rmdmum positive and
negative gust velocities obtained for each pilot and for each airplane .
were then comihinedon the assumption that they are equal, and the
conibineddistributionswere then taken as a measure of their gust
experience. The results, classifiedby pilot and a&plane, sre shown
in tables II and HI, respectively. Since the data available for
atiplanes 8, 9, and 10 were considered instiicient for the present
-sis, these data were omitted from table ICI and the analysis for
the airplanes was restricted to the seven remaining airplanes.
STATE711CAL CONKUERM50NS
In order to arri’veat a reasonable basis for direct comparison of
the gust experience of the pilots and the a&planes, the following
assuqrtions sre made:
(1) The flight assignts of airplane and pilot sre random and
ere independent.
(2) The effects of extraneous factors such as altitude, sto~
intensi@, and stage of storm development ere random.
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(3) m size of the samples is sufficiently large so that the effects
of the extraneous factors are lergely atieragedout.
For the thunderstomn flights, the intentions were that the p~ots
and the atiplanes were to receive assignments at randcm, but operating
limitations prevented complete randomization. Although it can hardly be
expected that the distribution of traverses by airplane and pilot given
In table I completely satisfies assumption (l), it is evident that each
of the pilots flew most of the &planes. Inasmuch as the departures
from randm assignments of atiplanes and pilots resulted from conditions
which nrl.gbtnot be expected to affect seriously the validity of the
~esent comparisons, assumption (1) would appear reasonable.
Other petiinent factors, such as storm intensi@, altitude of
traversei and stage of storm development were selected in no fixed manner
which might le expected to affect the velidity of the present comparisons.
Simple checks indicated that the intensity of the storms in which the
verious pilots and airplanes flew vsried within narrow limits and did
not appem to prejudice the data. SMW checks for the altitude flown
“ indicated that the traverses for each of t~ pilots end each of the
atiplanes were, in general, well tistiibuted over the several altitudes.
Little information is avail.alleregerding the stages of storm development
during the times of the tiaverses although almost all the flights were
Mown to Ie made in the later stages of storm development. Inview of
.
these considerations, the assumption that these factors had no significant
effects on the data appeered reasonable.
The proper size of the samples necessary to yield a reliable
- distribution is a difficult pro%lem. On the lasis of experience with
these data, a ldmlmum sample size of 27 imaverses is considered necessery
to yield reliable results.
METHOD OFMiALiSE ANDRESUETS
The analysis of the frequency distributions of the type shown
in tables II and 13Z is a twofold problem consisting of the determination
of the statistical significance of the observed differences and the
evaluation of the character and magnitude of these differences. =
order to test whether the obse~ed differences between the distributions
represent real differences or merely random samplhg fluctuations= the
chi-square test (reference k, pp. l@+lv) provides a useful test of
.homogemlety. In addition, the irregda?ities of the present data may be
“ smoothed out by fitting frequency-distribution curves. The parameters
of these curves q be used to define the characteristics of the
distributions. Standard statistic~ tests may then be used to
detezmine the significance of the differences in the values of the
parameters. Differences in the values of the parameters also provide
a measure of the magnitude of the variations.
4b order to
paragraph to the
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ap@y the methods of analysis outlined in the preceding
present data, chi-squere tests were made between the
distribtiionE fdr the vsrious pilots and the verious &&planes.
Teerson Type 13Z ~obabili~ curves (reference 4, pp. 46+58) were then
fitted to the gust veloci~ distiibutions of tables lZ and IIZ. The .
results obtained from the data for the pilots end airplanes are shown
in figures 1 and.2, respectively. These cwves indicate the probability
that the maxbmun positive and madmum negative gust velocities for a
given traverse will exceed the values indicated. Tests of goodness of
fit for these curves indicate that they give a satisfactory representation
of the data. The computed values of the statistical p’erametersfor the
curves of figures 1 and 2 are shown in tables IX and Ill, respectively.
Since it has been noted that the pemmeters define the curves, a
brief consideration of the relationship between the curves and perau.leters
appears pertinent. E generel, &Ifferences inmeanmlues for the
. distributions are largely reflected in the lateral position of the
probab~~ curves, with an increase inmeanml.ue moving the curve to
the .riglt. Differences in standard deviation and skewness show up by
a change in curve shape with the main effect of an tireased standerd .
deviation reflected ly a smaller absolute value of the slope and a
greater probaM1.i& of exceeding the higher gust velocites. A change
in skewness shows up lergely by a divergence of the right-hand tails of
the present curves. Increased skewness also gives greater probabilities
of exceeding given values of -t velocities.
.
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DISCUSSION
I?flots
Wqection of figure 1 indicates that wide scatter efists between
the distributions for the Va??iOUS p=OtS. Application of the chi-squsre
tests to the distributions given in table II indicated that the
dMferences between the &L3tributions for the pilots are, inmost cuesj
statistically sigdficant. The curves for the various pilots have wide
scatter at gust velocities above 20 feet per second. The distribution
for pilot M indicates the highest probabi13@ for exceeding the values
of gust velocities above 20 feet per second. On the average, the gust
veloci_& that may be expected to be exceeded once in a negative and once
in a positive direction in 100 traverses vezies from 24 feet per second
for pilot C to about 39 feet per second when etiapolated for pilot M.
These wide variations should inticate that, at highest gust velocities,
the pilot effects may well be critical.
Consideration of the statistical parameters of table II indicates .
that, inmost cases, the magnitude of the differences is small. The
lergest difference inmeanvelues of
‘*
letween two pilots, as
exemplified by pilots A and E, is givenby a mean value of 15.60 feet’
,
per second as compered with 12.22 feet per second. Inasmuch as the
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over+ll mean for all yilots is 13.56 feet ~er second, these values
represent d~ferences of about fiO percent. E these differences in
mean values sre t~en as the average errors introduced by the pilots,
they represent adctl.tionelsources of error of engineering concern.
Differences in the stan.derddeviations of the distributions do not
appear significantwith the exception that the distribution for pilot
had a standard deviation that was about twice the wd.ue o’btainedfor
the over-all pilot distribution. This result, however, may he purely
fortuitous as this pilot made the fewest traverses. The differences
between the coefficients of skewness for the distribution for the
pilots appear appreciable in several cases and indicate that pilot
effects me possibly a functbn of gust velocity, with pilot effect
increasing at higher gust velocities.
M
Airplanes
inspection of figure 2 indicates that little scatter exists between
the distributions for most of the dqlanes although the differences
between the distributions for two of the airplanes (airplanes 5 and7)
appear appreciable at the higher gust velocities. These observation
sre borne out ly the application of the chi+qzare tests to the
frequency distributions of table IIX which inMcated that the distributions
for these two ah’planes sre significantly different from each other as
well as from the other @planes. Differences among the distributions
for the other a&@anes sre, in general, not significant. Figure 2
indicates that the gust veloci~ that maybe expected to be exceeded
once in 100 traverses veries from about 26 feet per second for
airplane 5 to about 32 feet yer second for dqilane 7. The corresponding
gust velocities for the remaining drplane sre closely grouped
from 28.5 feet per second to 30.o feet per second.
Consideration of the values of the parameters of table lllZindicates “
that the marked differences between the curves for drplanes 5 and 7
result largely from the differences in mean values whereas at the
higher gust velocities the differences ere anqjlifiedby the observed
differences in skewness. The mean values of U~ for these airplanes
ere 12.55 feet per second and 15.53 feet per second, respectively.
The indicated difference of about 25 percent between these vslues is
statistically significant and clesrly of hportance. Since the ovez=all
mean value of U for a12 ahplanes is 13.51 feet per second, the
mean values for a s 5 and 7 represent differences of about
-7 percent and 14 percent, respectively. The lowest mean val.ueof Uti
was u.82 feet ~er second for airplane I-. This value is about 12 percent
lower than the over-&U mean for all airplanes. Because of the effects
of the values of the other parameter~, however, the probabilities of
encountering the higler gust velocities, for this a@lane, show no
unusual tendencies.
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6H the differences in mean values of U- are teken as the average
.
errors introduced by the &planes, they represent additional sources of
error which in two cases are greater than HO percent. Inasmuch asell.
the a~lanes were of the same model and were shil.arly loaded, the
present Mf’ferences ere of concern. No Mormation is, however, available
at the present time on the causes for these large tisperities.
Implications
b view of the number of airplanes and pilots used in the
thunderatm project and the small magnitude of the differences between
distribution for most of the tiplanea and most of the pilots, it may
be expected that, for the over-all anelysis of the thunderstorm project
gust data, the pilot and the tiplane effects would be lergel.yaveraged
oti. The differences noted between two of the dqdanes and severel of
the pilots sre, howev-= of sufficient magnitude to he of concern when
individual a@dane and pilot data are analyzed. For detailed analysis
of these data and in the absence of better information, adjustint of
the data for pilot and afrplane effects based on the deperture of
specific pilot and a&@mne data from the over+ld. gust measurements
may be advisable. The d3f’ferencesin the distributions of effective
gust veloci~ fcm two of the seven abqihnes and for three of the pilots
suggest that the pilot end drplane effects mey be appreciably amplified
when different _&pe airplanes and pilots of different training are
utliized.
Past design practices have recognized the poblems of pilot and
E&@an.e effects in that the calculation of design gust loads for new
airplanes is essentially the transfer of measured loads from a
reference airplene to the new design. Such a tiansfer of loads includes,
roughly, the effect of pilot and airplane characteristics. The
inaccuracy of this procedme may prove to be of concern in the design
of drplanes that are significantly different in characteristics from
the reference a~lane.
coIwxmw REMARm
A statistical.analysis of the gust data obtained during the
U. S. Weather Bureau thunderstomn project as affected by pilots and
airplanes has indicated the followlng:
1. The effects of airplane end pilot characteristics appear to
influence the gust measurements obtained during the thunderstorm project.
The results indicate that, for three of the pilots and two of the airplanes,
the effects may introduce average sources of error of about SO percent.
2. For sn over-en analysis of the thunderstamn project gust data
in which the data obtained by several a&@anes and several pilots
.
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are combined, the airplane and pilot effects can he expected to be
largely averaged out. For analysis of intlvidual traverse data, these
effects may be of sufficient magnitude to be of concern.
3. The ma@tude of the effects noted for several of the pilots and
two of tlm seven airplanes for th p~esent data suggests that the
effects of airplane and pilot on gust and gust load measurement may le
appreciably greater for other pilots and airplanes of different types.
Further investigation is needed in order to determine the magnitude and “
causes of these effects and to develop me- of worporat~ t~se
effects into predicted gust load factors.
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NUMBER OF TRAVERSES
AID EACH
I
I Airplane
MKOEBYIWCH PILOT
——
Pilot
1 2 3 4
A 10 l-l 15
B 4 11
c 5 12
D 4 l-l
E 4 5 5
F 25 7 12
G 9 18 4
H 4 1 12
J 10 l-l 5 9
K 5 5 8 3
L 5 1 5
M 4 3 3 8
!l!Otd 47 82 81 64
5 6 7 8
1 4
6 9 7
4 4 4
10 5 9
5 8
9 4
12 4
9 4 1 3
l-l 4
4
8 12 9
6
* 68 47 7
.—
Total
9 10
41
3 40
6 35
3 42
27
57
4 51
5 7 46
50
4 29
3 43
24
21 14 485
.
,
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FREQUENCY DEJTRBUTIOE OF’MAKmuMEm?wmvEmmm BY PILors
PilotU*
(fps)
2t04
kto 6
6to 8
8 to 10
10’CCJI2
12 to 14
14 to 16
16 to U3
18 to 20
20 to 22
22 to 24
24 to 26
26 to 28
28 tO 30
30 b 32
32 tO 34
34 to 36
36 to 38
38 to 40
Total
Mean
standard
deviation
Coefficient
Of BkeWl19BB
E
rotal
14
40
99
128
141
137
11.7
85
e
24
19
10
8
6
1
1
0
1
D M
1
5
;
1
5
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
A
;
9
13
12
13
8
8
7
2
1
1
B c F G H J K L
;
1-1.
15
8
El
6
6
5
2
2
1
2
2
i
1
1
17
12
14
12
7
U
:
1
2
2
1
1
8
12
13
14
17
u
12
3
2
2
3
47
1
5
12
15
6
9
5
10
6
1
70
7
l-l
8
18
9
7
?
5
1
1
3
84
1
12
10
19
~8
22
8
14
5
3
1
1
:
7
13
E
19
K?
11
7
1
2
1
1
82 78 114
.3.88
4.56
102
.4.06
92 58 86 966
L2.2% .3.05 .3.& .4. q .5.00 3.09
5.36
.7’40
4.37 3.90 2.$3. 3 l % 3.%
4.85
).496
6.45 4.& 5.85 4.92 5.45
.826
5.66 5.96 8.295.30 5.63
,.321 1.662.102 .304 1.28/3 .892 .494 .113 .701
10
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FREQUEECY DISC!ZD3UI’UJNOF MAXIMUM ~
GUST VELCKZCI?YBY MRPUWES
Airpl.me
‘%X
(fps) 54 61. 2 3 7
2 ;-to 4
4to 6
6to 8
8 to 10
10 +0 E
12 to 14
14 to 16
16 to 18
18 to 20
20 to-22 .
22 to 24
24 to 26
26 to 28
28 to 30
30 to 32
32 -to 34
$ g $
38 to 40
6
5
E!
20
1.2
l-l
7
10
16
4
3
1
107
14
;Z
123
I-23
120
114
75
81
35
24
18
:
6
1
1
0
1
1
9
16
20
12
16
18
16
:
1
3
2
1
1
9
22
25
24
22
17
16
I-2
7
1
3
3
2
7
5
23
16
14
6
14
4
5
2
2
2
1
1
882164 136
14.07
5.61
Total 93
14.46 12.84IJ-.82 13*U 3-2.55 15.53Mean
Stand.ma
deviation 5.54
0.28
5*94 5.695.40 5.39 5*n 5-97
Coefficient
of skewness
0.610.46 o.g2 0.73 0.721.15
— .—
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